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Tick the correct answer of any ten of the following MCQ questions 

1. The word disaster comes from… 

a) Greek Word b) Latin Word c) French Word d) Arabic 

2. Floods can be prevented by  

a)A forestation  b)Cutting the forest  c)Tilling the land d) Removing the top soil 

3) Which of the following is a Man-made disaster 

a) Terrorism b) Pollution c) Major fire d) All of the above 

4. The extent to which a community, structure, services or geographic area is likely to be 

damaged or disrupted by the impact of particular hazard is termed as 

a)Capacity b)Vulnerability C)Risk d) Hazard 

5. Tsunami is not caused by 

a)Hurricane b)Earthquake c)Volcanic  eruptions d) Under sea landslide 

6. Attitude of common people on response to disaster should be.. 

a)Negative b)Constructive c)Fully Negative d)Fully Constructive 

7. The abbreviation ‘PMR’ in disaster management is for 

a)Planning for Micro Region b)Response, Mitigation and Recovery c)Private Mobile Radio 

d)None of the above 

8. Which of the following is an example of man-made disaster 

a)Collapse of constructed dam by flash flood  b)Covid-19 and its impact  c)War and its socio-

economic impact d)All of the above 



9. The acronym NDMA is for 

a) The national drought management authority. b) The national defense academy for controlling 

morbidity c) The national disaster management authority d) All of above 

10) The mostly affected group by disaster of an area is  

a) Children and old aged persons b) Handicapped persons c) Pregnant woman d) All of the above 

11. Which one of the following is the first stage of water erosion? 

a) Rill erosion b) Sheet erosion c) Splash erosion d) Gully erosion 

12. Wearing away of landscape by different agents like water, wind and ice is called 

a)Weathering b)Erosion c)Metamorphosis d)Sedimentation 

13. Which of the following factor is not correct about development of tropical cyclone? 

a) Tropical cyclones are formed on ocean in low latitudes within 5 degree of equator. 

b) The temperature of ocean must be greater than 260C.  

c) Weak wind with little change in speed or direction with height needed  

d) None of the above   

14. Biporjoy, phenomena of 2022, was 

a) Mid latitude cyclone b) Sea storm, c) tropical cyclone d) None of the above 

15. A storm that occurs due to difference in temperature and pressure of air is called a 

a)Cyclone b)Tsunami c)Earthquake d) None of the above 

 

N.B. 

(i) Take a print out of the above assignment in A4 size page and after complete the 

assignment submit it to the Department of Geography within given time positively. 

(ii)Last date of submission (hard copy):9th march, 2024 to the Department of Geography 

(iii)Must mention your name, class roll no, registration no (if you have) at the top of sheet 

of the Assignment. 

 



 

 

  

 


